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Notes  oft  the  Writing

           for Japaneseof
 Scientific English

Physicists

AnthenyJ.  I,EGGETT

Introduction
   These notes  are  emphatically  not  intend-

ed  as  a  comprehensive  guide to the writing

of  scientific  English; I arn  sure  there  already

exist  many  good  books  devoted  to this pur-

pose.  However, during  my  work  over  the

past year  correcting  the  English of  papers

subrnitted  to  
`Progress'

 i noticed  that cer-
                                    J
tainpatternsofmistaketurnedupoveragam;
many  of  these,  it seemed,  could  be  aveided

by  the  use  of  a  fairly simple  rule.  These

notes,  ther･ e'fore,  are  sirnply  an  attempt  to

eliminate  seme  of  the rnore  common  errors

and  sources  of  obscurity  which  sometimes

make  
`Japanese

 English' diMcult  to read.

    The  main  guiding  principles I have  used

are  the  iollowing. First, it is much  more

important that the  English  written  by Japa-
nese  authors  be clear  and  easily  readable

than  that  it be elegant.  Therefore, in a  slt-

uation  where  there  is a  choice  between an

elegant  
'Eorm

 of  expression  which,  hDwever,

may  easily  lead to confusion  if rnisused  and

a  less elegant  but practically 
`foolproof'

 one,

I have  never  hesitated to recommend  the

latter. Secondly, the  importance of  avoiding

a  mistake  is roughly  proportional to the  a-

mount  of  rnisunderstanding  it may  entail  and

lor the  amount  of  psychological 
`wear

 and

 tear'it  may  cause  on  the  reader's  nerves.

 Accorclingly, I have  spent  a  good  deal of

 space  on  
`rxiaeroscopic'

 points  like sentence

construction,  and  proportionately less en

`microscopic'
 ones  like the  cQrrect  use  of

`a'
 and  

`the';
 prepositions, which  most

                                     .
Japanese writers  seem  to consider  a  ma]or

point of  dificulty in writing  English, I have

scarcely  mentioned,  net  only  because  this is

the sort  of  point  for which  one  czn  easiiy

refer  to dictionaries but because  I believe

the reader  can  usually  correct  any  rnistake

for himself with  very  little mental  effort.

Thirdly, the usefulness  of  a  set  ef  notes  such

as  this  is much  reduced  if the rules  given

become  too compli･cated.  Therefore, rather

than  give a  complicated  set  of  rules  vv'hich

would  ensure  correctness  100%  of  the  time,

I have  often  preferred  ts give a  simple  rule

which  will  be right  95%  of  the time, pro-

vicled  that in the  other  5%  of  cases  it is un-

likely to lead to confusion.  I clo net  claim

that  anyene  who  tries to follow the advice

given  here will  write  beauti'fui or  even  in-

variably  correct  Engiislk; but  I hope  that

what  hE wri'tes  will  be elear  ancl  readable

and  that any  mistakes  he  does  make  wil1  be
  'mlnor

 ones.

    The  order  in which  the  subject-matter

is arranged,  is, roughly  speakiiig,  {rom  
`mac-

roscopic'  to 
`microscopic';

 consequently,  the

 points  covered  in the earlier  sections  are  of

 more  fun.'lamental importance but the  advice

 given is nt.cessarlly  somewhat  general and

 vague,  while  the  latter sections  cover  more
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detailed points where  fairly precise rules  can

usually  be given. I hope  any  notation  used

will  be self-explanatory  (`A-B'  means  A
is incorr. ect  and  B  is the  correct  replace-

ment).  Most  of  the  sentences  quoted  as  ex-

amples  of  typical errors  are  either  entirely  my

own  !nvention or  ar･ e  substantially  changed

from  their original  forms;  it is not  ciaimed

that they  necessarily  rnake  sense  as  physics,

   I should  like to express  my  gratitude to
Dr. K. Nishikawa,  who  generously  deveted
a  good  deal of  time  to constructive  criticism

oi  these  notes.  The  responsibility  for. the

opinions  expressed  remains  of  ceurse  emtire-

ly my  own.

Sl General

    At  first sight,  it is tempting  to think

that the  problem  of  writing  good  English is
solved  if one  can  write  good  Japanese and

then  give a  perfect translation.  I believe
this is not  necessarily  true. `japanese

 En-

glish 
'*

 has the  peculiar preperty  that  ;,t can

be grammatically  perfect  and  yet, if not

cQmpletely  unintelligible,  at  least `opaque'

and  baMing  to the average  English  reader,

This property  is often  shared  by English
translations (even by expert  translators) of

articles  written  originally  in Japanese; it is
clearly,  therefore,  not  due  to bad  translatlon,

I believe, therefore, it is necessary  to recog-
nize  that  some  Patterns of thougkt which  are

acceptable  in Japanese may  be unintelligible

or  puzzling in English (and, no  doubt, vice
versa).  Moreover,  ways  of  saying  things

which  make  sense  against  a  Japanese back-
ground  may  either  be nonsense  or  give quite
the wrong  impression when  interpreted a-

gainst a  Western  European  one.  (For in-
stance,  if you  state  a  conclusion  tentatively

or  indefinitely, a  Japanese reader  will  under-

stand  that  this is because you  do not  wish

to be  too  blunt or  assertive,  but a  European
reader  will  often  conclude  simply  that you
are  not  really  sure  about  it). Since, presum-

*
 Herea±ter abbreviated  J. E.

ably,  the  vast  rnajority  of  your  readers  will

share  the Western European  background,  it
-is

 necessary  to make  allowance  for this fact.
Of course,  this  problem  is less important in
scientific  writing  than  in some  other  kinds,
and  the  vast  majority  of  Japanese physicists
obviously  recognize  and  make  allowances  for
it; ho"Tever, when  it is not  recognized  the
resulting  confusion  is so  deep-seatecl that  it
is worth  emphasizing  in some  detail. Here
are  some  ways  in which  I believe acceptable
modes  of  expression  may  differ in English
and  in Japanese.
    1) In Japanese i't seems  that it is often
legitimate to state  a  number  of  thoughts  in
such  a  way  that the connection  between
them,  or  the meaning  of  any  given one,  only

becomes  clear  when  one  has read  the  whole

paragraph  or  even  the whole  paper. This
is not  so  in English; each  sentence  should
be completely  intelligible in the  light only

of  what  has already  been  written.  More-
ever,  the connection  between  one  thought

and  tke  next  should  be  completely  clear  when

it is read;  for instance, if you  deviate from
the 

`main
 line' of  the  thought  to explorea

side-track,  this should  be made  clear  at  the
  .point

 where  the  side-track  starts,  not  where

it finishes. Perhaps this is best illustrated
by  the  following diagrarn, where  the`di-
rection  of  reading'  is from left to right:

        (A) CB)

To  an  Eng]ish reader,  the Japanese pattern
often  seems  to be like (A), whereas  only  (B)
is usually  allowable  in English, Notice also

that  the  tree  in (B) has only  a  few  branches;
in English it is usually  not  a  good  thing  to

wander  too far off  the  
`main

 track'.*

   2) In English  the  sequence  of  thought

should  always  be made  quite  explicit,  even

 
*
 If you  want  to make  a  lengthy  excursion,  it

   is often  better to do so  in a  foetnote.
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 or

when,  in Japanese, it would  be legitimate

to leave the  reader  to fi11 in the  connection

for himself, A  common  vice  of J.E. is the
writing  of  sentences  like `It

 is uncertain

whether  this resonance  should  be assigned

to the  (56) er  (82) representation,  though

Jones has suggested  that  its spin  is lii2'

(where the  reader  is left to fill in twhich,

if. true, would  force us  to assign  it to the

(56) representation').  Of course,  to some

extent  what  you  may  safely  leave out  de-

pends  on  the  degree of  background  know-

ledge yeu  are  presuming  in the  reader,  but

it is much  better to be over-explicit  than

not  explicit  enough,  Wester.n readers  some-

tlmes compare  J.E. to a  classical  Japanese
painting;  the  reader  has to fi11 in most  of

the picture  for himself. If he is used  to

doing thls, of  cottrse,  it presents no  great
dificulty, but most  English readers  are  not

and  the  effect  is merely  bewilderment.

    3) In English it is essential  to be pre-

cise  and  unambiguous.  You  may  sometimes

feel that it is advantageous  to leave a cer-

tain  amount  of  ambiguity  in a  statement,

--a  certain  am, ount  of  
`

 room  for manoeuvre'

as  it were;  but this is never  allewable  in

English. Ask  yourself continually  
`what

exactly  does this sentence  mean?'  If you
can't  answer  this question, it is usually  best

to leave the sentence  out  altogether.  Sim-

ilarly, when  you  write  an  
`it'

 (or `which,'

or  
`this,'

 etc,)  always  ask  yourself`what  ?'

An  
`it'

 in English shoulcl  always  refer  to

somethingdefinite,*andmoreoversomething

which  has already  been  mentioned  in the

text (it may  of  course  be something  quite

complicated,  like Cthe

 fact that....'--in

this case  the word  
`fact'

 itself of  course

need  not  have  occurred).  Too  rnany  Japa-
nese  writers  appear  to use  

`it'
 to refer  to

something  which  they  have  in their  minds

and  they  expect  the  reader  to have in his!

    4) Japanese seems  to have a  strong

tendency  to avoid  too  definite or  assertive

'
 * Exce'pt of  course  in certain  special  grammat-

    ical constructiens,  such  as  
"it

 is clear  that..,'

21 #  za 11 -V･

 a  statement,  possibly because  it is thought

 presumptuous  to impose  one's  own  views  on

 the  reader  without  conceding  that there are

 possible alternatives.  This notion  is com-

 pletelyforeign te most  Western  readers,  and

 they  will  usually  be  unable  to make  the

 
`mental

 jump' necessary  to appreciate  it;

 if you  state  your  opinion  vague}y  because

 you  want  to leave room  for varleus  possible
 interpretatlons beskles yeur  own,  they  will

 often  simply  take  this as  a  slgn  ot  vague  and

 muddled  thinking. Therefore, try  te be as

 definite and  assertive  as  pessible, even  it

 feels a  little unnatural,  If you  have definite,

 cencrete  reservations  about  your  views,  or

 conclusions,  then  state  them  explicitly  (in a
 footnote i'f necessary);  if not,  then  don't try

 to soften  the  force of  your  assertion  at  all.

 In particular,  it is almost  hopeless to try  to

 translate phrases  like "'C'
 fo Z) ')

 
",

 
`C
 L  

iifi
 o  1:

 k]oo-pt*tsvrbtsE,v･,th)tL･e", 
c`
 g. sz-( ts Ei v)"

 etc.  into English (see also  section  6); if you

 find you  have  to think  out  your  sentence  in

 Japanese and  then  translate it (a process
 which  is of  cou'rse  net  to be recomrnended

 but  may  be unavoid,able  for･ many  people)

 then  before translating change  the  first to

 ℃ fo6 and  leave out  the  second  and  third

 altogether.

     5) To  an  English reader,  Japanese (and
 J.E.) often  seerns  vague  and  diffuse ･there

 seem  to be many  clauses  or  sentences  which

 add  noth!ng  substantial  to  the  meaning.  In

 English, en  the  centrary,  every  clause  should

 
`pull

 its weight',  In particular,  it is a  very

 bad  habit to imply  vaguely  that there  is

 something  more  to be said  unless  you  intend

 to say  it explicitly.  Thus,  sentences  like

 the following should  usually  be avoided:*

     
`
 This may  give a  very  definite picture.'

     
`This

 may  be  viewed  from  the stand-

 
L*

 

'
 IF/ie 

'isolate'd
 e'xamples  given here are  in fact

    unlikely  to lead to very  serieus  confusl/on.

    Te give an  example  of a  sentefice  of  this  type

    which  could  completely  bafHe the rezder  would

    require  writing  eut  the  whole  context,

.t
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 Puch sentences  are  quite legitimate if they

 introduce  an  explicit  discussion ; for instance,
 the  first is all right  if you  go  on  to describe

 the  
`definite

 picture' or  the  second  if you
 go  on  to enumerate  the`various  considera-

 tions'. However, it is definitely a  sign  of

 bad writing  in English to use  them  in iso-

 lation as  a  substitute  for an  explicit  discussion.

 If this were  merely  a  matter  of  good  style

 one  might  afford  te neglect  it without  serious

 confusion;  however, Ibelieve it is just such
 sentences  which  make  a  major  contribution

 to the  pecu]iar  
`opaqueness'

 of  some  J.E,.
 The  point is that  the English reader  is not

 usually  expecting  such  sentences  in isolation,

 and  therefore ,if you  make  
`microscopic'

(grammatical and  other)  mistakes  in it he

 will  often  be unable  to guess the intended
meaning  from  the  context.  Therefore, if
you  don't want  to state  an  idea or  set  of
ideas explicitly,  don't refer  to them  at  all.

    To  summarize:  make  sure  that your
argument  runs  asa  logical sequence  and  that
no  essential  steps  are  left unwritten,  be as

precise, unambiguous  and  explicit  as  yeu
can,  and  don't hesitate to state  vour  con-

clusions  boldly and  definitely. Once  this'is
done  the problem  of  writing  good  English
is indeed  largely reduced  to the problem  of

good  translation.

S2 Sentence Construction

    VV)tite short sentences.

    This  may  seem  unnecessary  advice  since

random  sampling  shows  that the average

sentence  in 
`Progress'

 is already  a  goed
deal shorter  than  that  in `Phys.

 Rev.'; you
may  in fact sometimes  hear  Westerners  criti-

cize  J.E. on  the grounds  that  the  sentences

are  too  short  and  it reads  jerkily. To  some

           Notes on  the Writing  of  Scientific

point  of  various  considerations.'
`

 It will  be essential  to study  the  problem
from this point  of  view.'
`This

 is useful  not  only  for....but also

for examination  of  the  effect  from  vari-
ous  sides.'
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 extent  this is true, but this is a  small  defect

 and  ;it is very  much  less wearing  on  the

 nerves  to read  a  succession  of  short  sen-

 tences, with  the connection  between each

 properly  indicatecl, than  to have  to try to
 sort  out  a  long and  ill-constructed one,*  The

 shorter  the sentence,  the less the chances  of

 serious  ambiguity.  So, if your  sentence  is

 more  than  40 words  Iong, you  shoulcl  think    '
 seriously  whether  you  cannot  break it up

 wi'th  at  least a  semi-colon  (see below); as  to

 the average  Iength of  a  sentence,**  20 words
 is a  good  average  to  aim  at  and  even  15 is

 probably  not  toe  short.  Rem,ember  in any

 case  that  the  English sentence  is a system  of

 strictly  limited cmpacity  ; it can  tolerate  only

 a  few  subsidiary  clauses  and  these  must  all

 be fitted tightly into the  sentellce  structure.

 T;here is no  analague  of the ltiPanese 
`sus-

Pensive' construction  in English, The  fol-

 lowing points shoulcl  be given  special  atten-

 tion:

    a) If you  have  an  important idea to ex-
 press, don't put it in a  subsidiary  clause.

Instead, start  a  new  sentence,  For example,
consider  the  [ellowing sentence:

    
`

 Cempared  with  the Nagoya  model,  these

    newer  models  seem  to be  rather  more

    plausible  in explaining  the mechanism

    binding the baryons and  leptons, by

    introducing a third  quan'L'urn number

    besides the usual  isotopic spin  and  hy-

    percharge  and  by  considering  the  ex-

    isting baryons  and  bosons  to represent

    a  neutral  state  of  this quantum  number,

    although  they  must  generally  produce
    many  particles  so  far undiseovered,  as  a

    result  of  the  increased number  of  ele-

    ments  and  the reduced  symmetrv,'

This sentence  (76 words)  is much  too  long

  
* To  some  e'xt6nt  jerkiness can  be avoided  by

    replacing  some  of  the  iull stops  with  semi-

    colons  (see below),

 
**

 That  is, (number of  words)/(number  of  periods
    pZzas semi-colons).

NII-Electronic  
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on  general grounds.  In addition  there are

presumably  three different important  ideas

in it: 1) The  newer  models  are  better than

the  Nagoya  model  in explaining  the blnding

mechanism.  2) The  origln  of  this superi-

ority  is the introduction of  a  third  quantum

number,  etc..  3) Nevertheless  they  predict

many  particles so  far undiscovered.  Each

of, these ideas deserves a  sentence,  or  at

least a  rnain  verb,  to itself. Thus,

    
`Compared.,..leptons.

 This  lsbecause

    they  introdu'ce,...number. However,

    they  must....syrnmetry.'

    This  point applies  particularly to sen-

tences containing  a  long relative  clause  as

the  final part. For instance, consider:

    
`From

 eq,  (3.10) we  get the  final result

    that the inelastic shadow  scattering  must

    dominate  the  cross-section  above  a  few

    tens of  BeV,  if we  assume  SLi(6) sym-

    metry  and  take  the parameter  R to have

    a  reasonably  small  value,  which  is in

    strong  dlsagreernent with  the expen-

    rnental  results  unless  we  assume  a  very

    peculiar form for the function f(S), as

    'was  shown  by Brown  frorn consider-

    ations  of  crossing  symmetry,'

 Again  this  sentence  is too  long, and  in

 addition  the fact that  the  result  is in dis-

 agreement  with  experiment  is an  important

 new  point. Thus,

     
`Frern....value.  Thisresultis....sym-

     metry.'

 (Another good  reason  for breaking  up  the

 sentence  in this way  is thatas  it stands  it

 is not  clear  what  the`which'  refers  to

 see  also  below (section 3)).

     b) Don't  suspend  a  subordinate  clause

  er  phrase  at  the end  of  a  sentence  when  it

  is not  per'Eeetly clear  what  it refers  to. Be

  especially  careful  with  clauses  beginning

21 #  ee 11 e

 with  
`as'`similarly

 to'or`by  (in).,.,-ing.'
 A  very  common  and  misleading  type  of  case

 is the following:

     
`We

 find that  the  
'function

 F(x) has an

    infinite range  but the magnetizati,on

    below  Tc does not  tend  to a  finite value,

     as  was  suggested  by Br,own,'

 From  this sentence  as  it s･Lands  the read-

 er  who  is unfamiliar  with  Brown's  work  may

 draw  any  one  of  three  conclusions  about  his
        -

 suggestlon:

     1) The  function F  has a finite range

       and  the magnetization  does not  tend

       to a  finite value.

     2) Themagnetization dees net  tend  to

       a  finite value  (ne conclusion  about  F)

     3) The  magnetization  tends to a  finite

       value.

 It is easy  to remove  the ambiguity  by  break-

 ing the sentence  up  into two,  elther  by  a

 full stop  or  by a  semi-colen  (see below).

 Accerding as  the meaning  is 1), 2) or  3) we

 should  write:

     1) 
`We

 find.,.,value. These results

       agree  with  the  suggestion  of  Brown.'

     2) 
`We

 find...,value, This second  re-

       sult  agrees  with....'

     3) `We
 find....value. This secondre-

       sult  conflicts  with..,.'

  This  is not  necessarily  always  the  most

  natural  way  of  removing  the  ambiguity  but

  it is by  far the  safest.  Compare  also  the

  sentence:

      `This  feature seems  to be disadvanta-

      geous  to the  collective  nature  of  the

      excitation.,..espectally  in bringing  a-

      bout  a  large transition  probability.'

  As  it stands  it is not  clear  whether  this

  means  that the  Eeature ln question does or

  does not  bring about  a  large transition  pro-

  babllity (though I think  most  readers  would

  assume  that  it does). Again, a  straightfor-

  ward  way  of  removing  the ambi.guity  is to
                           -

t.
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 start  a  new  sentence:  
`In

 particular,  it

 brings about....'  or  
`In

 particular, it can-

 not  bring about....'

     In shor,t, whenever  you  are  tempted  to    -
 wnte  a subsidiary  clause  after  the  main  one,

 ask  yourseliC whether  it wouldn:t  be better

 to start  a  new  sentence.  This may  some-  .
 times  be the  less elegant  alternative  but,
 provided  it is grammatically  possible, it is

 rarely  wrong  and  the  gai.n in intelligibility
 usually  amply  compensates  for the loss in
 elegance  l

     USe of the semi-colon.

    Too  many  Japanese authors  (like many

 English ones,  un'fortunately)  seem  unaware

 of  
'the

 existence  of  this punctuation  mark(;).

 Roughly speaking,  it is used  to break up  a

 long sentence  when  the  ideas are  tee closely

 connected  to be put  in separate  sentences;

 it indicates a  break in the thought  consider-

ably  stronger  than  that implied by  a  comma

but  weaker  than  that implied by a  full stop
(period). For  grammatical  purposes  it is
equivalent  to a  full stop.  Thus, consider

the sentence,

    
`High

 energy  scattering  above  a  few
    GeV  is investigated as  the  shadow  scat-
       -
    termg  of  multiple  procluction, for which

    phenomenologica],  periph.eral and  uncor-

    related  jet models  are  used.'

In this sentence  the clause  beginning `for

which'  is irnportant enough  to stand  by
itself, but since  it is so short  and  so  close-

ly connected  with  the  rest  of  the  sentence

a  full stop  would  give  an  unnecessarily  jerky
effect,  Tlius, use  a  serni-colon:

    
`High

 energy...,preduction;  phenome-

   nological....used,'

In many  other  cases,  when  you  are  tempted
to  start  the  second  part  ef  a  sentence

with  
`....,

 which....'  or  
`....,

 and  it....'
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 it is much  better to put a semi-colon:  
`....;

 this (resulO....' etc.. In most  cases  it is
 largely a  matter  oi taste whether  to use  a

 semi-colon  or  a  full stop.  (But remember

 that  it is unusual  for a sentence  to contain

mor.e  than  one  semi-colon.)  Howeyer,  arnple

 use  of  the  semi-colon  will  help to avoid  over-
c]umsy  sentences  while  giving  a  less jerky
effect  than  a  sequence  of  completely  detached
sentenceS.

KbqP  q"alijlying Phrases and  claztses  to tvhat
thc); qztalqrk,.

    Consider  the sentence:

    
`We

 investigate the scatterin.cr  of  pions
    by protens at  a  few  MeV,  paying  special         ,
    attention  to the  problem  of  the  imagi-
    nar,y  part of  the phase  shifts,  wh{ch  was

    previously discusssd by Jones, whe  as-

    sumed  a  hard-sphere  potential,  in the
    SUk  model,'

As  it stands  it is not  clear  whether  `in  the
Sca model'  refers  to `discussed

 by Jones'
or  to 

`we
 investigate.' In either  case  it

should  fellow the  verb  dlrectly `discussed

in the SUk  model'or`we  investigate, in the
SUg rnodel,....'  (Actually this sentence

would  in any  case  bet･ ter  be broken up,  with

a  seml-colon  after  
`

 shifts  
'.)

    Similarly consider:

    
`The

 theory  can  explain  the  magnetic

    mements  of  the baryons, the approxi-

    mate  SU(6) symmetry  scheme  satisfied

    by  all low.lying resonances  and  the  fact
    that  the scattering  amplitudes  appear  to

    be well  predicted by the Smith  forrnula
    in a  unified  way.'

He:.e it loeks as  if `in
 a  unified  way'  qual-

ifies 
`predicted'

 whereas  it presumablv  is
actually  meant  to r･ efer  to `explain.'

 Thus
we  should  write  

`

 The  theory  can  explain  in
a  unified  way  the rmagnetic  moments....

Smith formula.' Try  to avoid  qualifying a
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wDrd  by rnore  than  one  pl,irase or  clause;  if

this is unavoidable  it is generally bctter to

put  the she;'ter  and  less impor･ tant  one  first.
                                    .
Thus, e.g,  

`We
 can  carry  out  the  integration

in a  stral'ghtforward  way  by  making  the sub-

stitution  x=  yZ and  trans.lormillg  to pelar

coordinates'  (not 
`we

 can,.  . integratlon by

making....coord:,nates  in a  straightforward

way').  Above  al!, make  sure  that  qualify-
ing clauses  and  phrases qualify  sornething

whic.h  is actually  in the sentence,  not  sorne-

thing in your  mind.  Typical of･ a  common

fault in J,E, i,s the  sentence  
`
 The  proton and

neutrori  rv.asses  are  different by considering

the effect  ef  t'n' e  pien cloud.'  
`By

 censider-

ing 
'

 here is ebviously  meant  to qualify some

unwritten  verb  like `unclerstand'
 or'  

`explain',

but this  is not  allowable  in English, so  we

must  write,  e.g.  
`We

 can  understancl  (ex-
plain)  tlie fact that the proton and  neu'L'ron

masses  are  different by cons!dering...,'  (or,
ef  course,  

`the
 proton..,.are otifferent be-

 cause  of the effect,...')  This particular ex-

 ample  ls fairly easy  to disentangle, but I have

 read  many  similar  ones  where  this mistake

 could  make  the sentence  quite unintelligible.

    In short:  remember  that in English ev-

 ery  suL'sidiary  clause  and  phrase  must  have

 a  definite place in the  sentence  structure,

 and  that as  far as  possible  this piace should

 be clearly  indicated by the  s.entence  order.

 Don't hang  subsidiar'y  clauses  en  to the end

 oi  a  sentence  if you  are  not  sure  just where

 they  fit in start  a  new  sentence  instead.

E  21 ts ca 11 e

g3 Relative Clnuses (..`which....',`who
    ,...', ete.)

   Epg'lish distingulshes quite sharply  be-

tween  two  types  of  relative  clauses  (as far
as  I knew, Japanese does net  make  this dis-

tinction  explicitly):  those whi(;h  identdy and

these  which  clescribe  or  state  a  further fact

aboutthesubjectoftheclause.  Inthesecond

type  a  comma  is put  before the`whieh  
',

 in

the  first it is omitted.  Thus, distinguish the

two  sentences:

    a) 
`We

 find the  solution  of  eqs.  (8-10)

     whlch  remains  fini'te as  x  
--

 O.'

   b) `We

 find the solutien  ef  eqs.  (8-le),
     which  remains  finite as  x-}O.'

Sentence  (a) implies that  there  are  (or at

least may  be) other  solutions  which  do not

remaln  finite; it ideutdries the  solution  which

we  find. Sentence (b) on  the  ether  band

implies that  the solution  is unique  (other-
wise  tlre `the'

 would  be replaced  by 
`a'

 (see
sectl,on  9)) and,  further, states  that  it remains

finite. In this case  und  in many  similar  ones

we  ceuld  rewrite  (b) as:

`We  find the soluLLion of  eqs,  (8-1,e); this

r･ emains  finite as  x  ---, e.'

In fact it is probably  better to rewrite  it

this way  whenever  it is grammatlcally  pos-

sible.  But, in any  case,  remernber  that  the

insertion or  emission  of  a  comrna  can  change

the  meaning  entirely.

    Genera]ly speaking,  a  relative  pronoun

(in either  ef  the senses  a) or  b)) should  im-

rnediately  follow the  noun  to which  it refers.

(Thls is always  true  
'[or

 type-b sentences)
`Some  solutions  were.  obtained  by  Jones
which  satisfy  (3,9.)' is best avolded;*  and

`the
 pion parity  which  is emitted  in the

reaction'  is never  allGwable  (lt is the  plon

which  is emitted,  not  the parity). A  com-

mon  case  ln which  this rule  does not  apply

is when  the  noun  trs qualified by some  other

phrase  as  well  as  by  the relative  clause:  e.g.

    
`
 the  solution  of  eqs.  (8-10) which  rernains

    finite' [type (a)],
     ̀ the  solution  found by Smith, ",hieh  re-

    mains  finite '
 [type (b)].

 Be very  careful  to avoid  ambiguity,  hewever,

 in this kind  of  sentence;  in the above  ex-

 amples  beth  grarnmar  and  seiise  tells us  that

 `which'  must  refer  to `solutlon'
 and  not  to

 
`eqs.

 (8-10)'or･ te`Smlth',  but in other  cases

 it may  not  be obvious.  Consider fQr lnstance:

 
"
 *  This  c6nstruetion  Is sometimes  legitimate but

    it is diMcult  to give a  general  rule.

t.
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"Let
 us  consider  the solutions  of  the

eqttations  which  were  found  by Jones'
[type (a)]
`

 One  then  gets  period;.c selutions  to the
dynarnical equations,  which  agree  with

those  found by  Jones' I,type (b)],

 Did Jones fi]d the equations  or  the  solutt･ons  ?

 A  reader  with  a  detailed background  know-

 ledge of  the subject  may  know, but you
 shoul{l  never  take  such  backgreund knew-

 ledge for granted  if you  can  possibly avoid

 :,t by rewriting  the  sentence  in an  unarnbig-

 
'uous

 form. In a  tyr.e-b sentence  this is very
 easi]y  done  by starting  a  n/ w  sentence  af･ ter

 
'`
 equations':  

`...,equations;

 these  equatiolls

 ･agree,.' or  
`....equations;

 these solutions

 agree....'  as  the  case  may  be, Case  (a) is
 rather  more  dithcult; a  somewhat  inelegant

 but fooiproGf way  oi  removing  the  ambig-

 uity  is to r･eplace  the  
`t'he'in

 frent of  the

 
'noun

 to whi.ch  the 
`
 which'  refers  by  

`those':

    
`Let

 us  consider  these solutions  of  the

    equations  which  were  fcund  by  Jones'
･er

    
`Let

 us  consider  the solatlens  of  those

    equations  which  were  feund  by Jones,'

Again, the  sentence

    
`We

 consider  the  irreducible subspace.  s

    ef  the space  te which  P and  Q belong'

may  be ambi.cruous  under  certain  circum-
･stances;

 it call  be made  unambiguOus  by
rewriting  it, according  to the  meaning,

/either  as

    
`

 We  consider  those  irreducible subspaces

    of  the  space  to which  P  and  Q belong'
,or  as

    
`
 We  consider  the  irreducible subspaces

    of  that  space  to which  P･ and  Q  belong.'

If you  do not  do this, then  generally speak-

ing an  English reader  will  tend  to take the
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`which'

 as  ref･ erring  to the  last noun  to which

 grnTnmar  and  sense  permits  it to refer  (that
 is, to 

`equations'

 and  
`space'

 in the examples

 given above).  Rerriember  that  the use  of

 
`that'

 and  
`those'

 iu conjunction  with  
`which'

 is ceJ,ifined  to type-a  relative  clauses.

 iifZzlee  swre  
`

 which  
'
 actually  refk;rs  to sonae-

 th i?z.ff,

     A  type-b relative  clause  occasionally  ap-

 pears net  to refer  to any  noun  which  actu-

 ally  appears  in the sent-  ence,  as  in:

     
`This

 argument  predicts that  the  spin

     of  U  is 3/2, wh:,ch  is in contradiction

    with  experiment.'

 Here  the 
`which'

 actually  r･efers  to `[the

 precl,iction] that  the spin  is 3i'2'. I'I,owever,
 th;,s kind  of  usage  is Eull ef  pitfalls and  I

 would  therefore  advl,se  Japanese writers  not

 to use  it if they  can  pessibly avoid  it; one

 of  the  most  widespread  vices  of  J.E. is the
 writ- ing ef  relative  clauses  wh,ieh  apparently

 do not  refer  to anything,  I't is almest  al-

ways  possible  to avoid  this by  beginning a

new  sentence  and  refer/ ring  to the noun  ex-
p. Iicitly: e,g.

    
`

 This  argurnent  predicts that the spin

    oE  U  is 3i'2; this Predictt"on is in contradic-
    tion  with  experiment.'

    (The same  warnlng,  inciden'.,ally, applies

equally  to 
`this'

 and  
`,it'

 see  section  1)

S4 `Avay'
 and  

`All'
 especially

    in Ne.ffative Semtenceg

    CGnsider the  fo11owi'ng two  cases:

    (a) evi#O,  cr2 ii O, as  tv  0, cr4#O

    (b) cr1 [\  O, cr2 L'f'  e, a3  =O,  cr4=O

We  can  describe each  of  these cases  in a

number  of  ways:  ((3)-(5) would  of  course  be
correct  only  in an  appropriate  context)

                  (a)
1) `AII

 of  the  ev's  are  different from zero,'
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2) 
`None

 ef  the cr's  are  equal  to zero.'

3) `

 We  have  set  all of  the  cr's  different from
      ,
  zero.

4) `We

 have  set  none  of  the cr's  equal  to
      '
  zero.

5) `We
 have  net  set  any  et  the ct's  equal  to

      '
  zero.

                  (b)
1) `

 Some  of  the a's  are  different irom zero.'

2) C
 Not  all of  the cr's  are  equal  to zero.'

3) `We
 have set  some  of the ev's different

  from  zero.'

4) `We
 have  not  set all of  th,ea's equal  te

      ,
  zero,

However, We  can  never  say*

    
`Anyr

 of  the  a's  are  not  equal  to zero'

or

    
` All of  t`ne cr's  are  not  equal  to zero  

'

m  21 g  ew 11 -rf

It is best to use  the  rule  that 
`any'

 can  never

directly precede  a  negative,  though  it can

fellew it (as in C5a)). If you  are  tempted  to

write,  e,g.,  
`Any

 mesons  are  not  stable,'

think  carefully  whether  you  mean  
`No

 m･  esons

are  stable  
'
 (= 

`
 all  mesons  are  unstable  

')
 or

 ̀Not all mesons  are  stable  
'
 (=`some mesons

are  unstable').  In my  experlence,  Japanese

writers  who  write  
`
 any.  . . .are not  

'

 usually

mean`none....are';  on  this  assumption  the

followi･ng replacements  should  be made:

    
`Any

 problems....do  not  occur'->`no

    problems,...occur'
    

`Anything....cannot
 be done'-`noth-

    ing....can  be done'

           c` We  can  do nothing  
'

        (Orl( we  
cannot

 do anything  ')

    
`Anyone....has

 not  proved'-`no-one

    has preved,'
 

`This  series  does not  ever  converge'  is no"L

 actually  wrong,  since  the  
`

 ever  
'
 (which is a-

 nalogous  to 
`

 any  
')

 follows the  negaLLive,  but

 
L*

 `A!1....are  not'  occurs  occasionally  in spoken

    English in sense  (b), However,  it is practically
    unknown  in written  English.

`
 This  series  never  converges  

'

 is much  more

natural.  On  the whole  it is better to rep}ace
`not....any'

 by  
`none'

 or 
`no'

 whenever

yeu  can;*  thus  4a) is preferable te 5a) under

most  circumstances.

`A,ny'

 ana'  
`aU'

 in Pesitive sentences.

The  sentences

a) 
`

 All higher-order terms  may  be neg-

 lected'and

b) `Anyhigher-ordertermsmaybeneg-

  lected 
'

have a  similar  but not  identi'cal meaning,  a)

Implies tha'v higher-orderterms  certainly  ex-

ist; b) makesno  such  implication, but simply

says  that if they  do exist,  they  may  be neg-

leeted. 
`

 Any  
'

 is especially  common  befot-e a

relative  clause,  e.g.:

   
`
 Any  interaction which  breaks the syrn-

   metry  w･ill change  the  results  
'

The  rule  about  
`any'not

 precedl'ng  a  nega-
                                    .
tive does  iiot  apply,  of  course,  if the negat!ve

is in the relative  clause;  thus  the  above  ex-
                  -
ample  could  be rewritten,.

`Any
 interaction which  does not  censerve

the  symmetry  will  change  the  results.'

S5 
`Only',`basainly',`Not0mly'

   The  positlon{ng  ef  
`
 only  

'
 is very  impor-

tant.** Contrast the  three  sentencesz

  1) `Only

 t7ne spin-orbit  interactions re-

    normalize  the lifetime' (i.e. other  in-

    teractions  do not  renormalize  it).

  2) `The
 spin-orbit  interaetions only

    renorrnalize  the  lifetime' (i.e. they

    have  no  other  effect).

 *  In this  respece  usage  is different in spoken  and

  written  Engllsh,
**  HereIdiscuss  only  the adverbial  use  of  

`only'.

  The  adjectival  use  does not  usually  give trouble.

'
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    3) 
`The

 spin-orbit  interactions renor-

      malize  only  the lifetime' (i,e. they  clo
      not  renormalize  anything  else).

It is best to try always  to put 
`only'

 immedi-
ately  before the  word  which  it qualifies.
Thus,  if f(pt, y) =:  x2+y2,  g(x, y) =  y2, write
`onlyfis

 a function of  x' while  iff(m, y)=x2,
write  tfis a function only  of  x'. Avoid lfis
only  a  function of  x'  or  

`fonly

 is a  function

gf.x' which  are  often  ambiguous.  If in doubt,
it is  often  possible to rewr.  ite the  sentence  to
make  the point quite  clear:  e,g.  we  could  re-
write  1), 2) and  3) above  respectively  as

1) 
`It

 is only  the spin-orbit  interactions

  which  renormalize  the  liietime.'
2) 

`The

 only  effect  of  the spin-orbit  in-
  teractions is to renerrnaHze  tke  life-
  time.'
3) 

`

 The  only  thing  renormalized  by  the
  spin-orbi't  interactions is the lifetime.'

    Very similar  remarks  apply  to Cmalnly'

(or `chiefly'

 
`principally'

 etc.)  In sentences
2).and 3) 

`only'

 could  be replacecl  by 
`mainly'

with  the  analogous  meaning  in each  case.  In
sentence  1) this is alse  grammatically  pos-
sible  but for some  reason  it souncl.s  rather

odd  and  1) would  usually  be rewritten  `It  is
mainly  the  spin-orbit  interactions which.  . . . 

'

    
`IVbt

 only':  Mke  
`only',

 th:,s refers  to the
word  which  it directly precedes. Thus, e.g.,

`Not

 enly  x  but lalso] y  is divergent.'
d4

 x  is not  only  dl.vergent but [also] mean-

ingless,'
`x

 not  only  diverges but [alsol contains  a
factor Tfii.'

If the 
`not

 only'  refers  te the  whole  clause  it.is
 usually  necessary  to invert the order,  e.g..

`Not

 only  dbes sc  diverge but x  contains  a
factor T-i.'

(HosNrevei'. 
`not

 only  x  diverges', though  in-
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        -
correct,  is unlikely  in practice  to lead to seri-

ous  misunderstanding.)

    Finally (a somewhat  discennected point) :
`We

 have  introduced only  ene  free para-
meter'  but 

`x

 is introduced as  the only  free
parameter'(not`onlyone'),  Alsonote`The
only  free parameters  are  x  and  y' (not `The

free parameters  are  only  x  and  y'). 
'

 S6 `Maybe'1`Cambe'i'`Is'

     
`ndl

 y be'is not  the equivalent  of  
`T

 fo 6
 b 

',

 which  indeed is practically untranslatable .
 mto  English (cf, section  1). The  sentence  

`y

 may  bs a function otJ x'  implles th.at you  (the
 wTiter)  dofz't knozv whether  y is a  function of

 x  or  not;  if you  use  
`may

 be' raerely  because
 you  think  

`y
 is a  function of  x'  sounds  too

 blunt, the  average  English reader  wM  be
 completely  baMed. 

`May'
 in English has  tws   .

 mam  uses:  ]) to indicate uncertainry,  e,g.

 
`this

 series  may  not  ccnverge'  
`the

 experi-

 mental  data may  be erroneous'  2) t'o indicate

 per･ missibility  (in this sense  it is often  replace-

able  by 
`can'),

 e.g,  
tWe

 /may  approximate

this term  by. . , .' `this
 term  may  not  be neg-

lected 
'.

 
`May'

 is never  used  in English  just
to

 
make

 a sentence  sound  rnere  polite (the
connection  between politeness and  vngueness
is completely  unknown  i,n English); so, if
yeur  sentence  dees not'  fit either  o.C- the above

cases,  den't useit,  If you  feer you  must  find      i
an  equivalent  for '6 fo B  5 at  all･ costs,  probab-
Iy the  best is 

`we

 may  say  that.,..'(sense (2)
oF, 

`may');

 but it is much  better to be blunt
and  have cione  with  it (cf, section  1) (`we may
say  that y is a  function of  m'  sounds  odd  siAce

this is presumably  not  a  matteT  of  opinion  !).
Note

 also  that although  
Cit

 rnay  be interesting

t'plausiblevipossible that,...' is not  wrong,  it
is

 
more

 
usual

 to replace  the･`may  be' by  
gis'.

    
`iZ

 is shewn  (Proved, demonslrated)'al-
most  always  reiFers  to a  definite occasion,  very
rarely  to the fact that senipwthing  can  be pro-  

'

ved,  has  been proved  at  some  indefinite time
in the  past, or  has been proved'  by tlie author
but

 llot published. Thus,  
`It

 is (was, has been)
shown  in re:r. (6) that Z3 is finite' or  tlt  is
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shown  in the Appendix that,...', but`It  can

be shown  that  Z3 is finite [but we  shall  not

bother te do so  here]', If this remark  pre-

cedes  a proef, then  use  
`can

 be': e,g.  
`It

 can

be shown  as  follows that Z: is finite:....'

Slmilarly 
`The

 cFoss-section  can  be calculated
                                     .
as  fellows:...,' Also note  

`f(x)
 can  be rewrit-

ten in the  form....' (`is rewritten'  is sorne-

times  a!lowable  but 
`can

 be' is hardly ever

wrong.*)

    
Cn

 is thoziglzt (begieved) that....' almost

always  means  
`it

 is thought  by  people (physi-
cists)  in general that..,.'  not  

`I

 believe

that....'.  Thus  
`it

 is believed that  the  nucle-

us  consist･  s of  protons  and  neutrons'  but  
`
 The

Present anthor  beiieves that  th!s result  is i'n-

correct  
'.
 Similarly 

`V
 is regarded  as  an  ef-

fect!ve field' means  it is so  regarded  by

 physlcists in general;  i'[, on  the  contrary,
                                 H
 tkis is a  vlew  which  yeu  are  proposmg,  say

 
`V

 may  be  regarded  as  an  effective  field'

 (sense C2) of  
`may').

    Other  common  errors  of  this type:

`is  noted'.`is  to b' e  noted'  or  
`may

 be

   noted  
'
 or  

`
 sheuld  be noted  

'

`is  desired (that) . . . , 
'

 -  
`is

 to be desired'

   or  
`
 is deslrable 

'**

`is
 emphasized'  -  

`

 is to be emphasized'

   er  
`
 should  be emphasized  

'

 ̀is hoped'  -  
`
 may  be hoped'  or  

`is
 to be

    hoped'

With  regard  to L'hpv last, however,  distinguish
`it

 is te be hoped  that this question will  be

investigated' (= I hope  someoile  else  will  in-

vestigate  it) [rom `it
 is hoped to inyestigate

this question'  (==I intend to investigate it

myself),

S7 Qllalified Adjectives etc.

   If an  adjective  or  participle is qualified

by  a  phrase, it must  immediately precede  it.

'
 l `we  rewrite  f'(x) {n'lhe form....' is ef course

   equal!y  geod.

 **  However, note  
`
 it is desired to express  y m

   terms  of  x'  (= we  wish  te  express....)

Examples:

`inverse  relation  e'i eq.  (7)' -.trelation

   inverse to eq.  (7)'
`exchanged  particles between  them'  

-.

    
`

 particles exchanged  between them  
'

` isobaric state  o,f the  lnitial one'  
-･･}

 
`state

   isobaric to the initial one'
`identical

 equations  wlth  (3.7)' -`equa-

    tions identical with  (to) (3.7)'
`relative  order  of  giagnitude  to 

'
 
--}

 
`order

    of  magnitude  relative  to 
'

`an  intermediate stage  of, the first two'

    -> 
{a

 stage  interrnediate between the

    first two  
'

                                "
   Be  specially  careful  not  to write,  e.g.

ttheir,
 intermediate  stage'  instead of  

`the

stage  intermediate between them.' or  
`its

identical equation'  for `an
 equation  identical

with  it', Always think  twice before transla-

ting  ;lr a.) by  
`its'

 or  
`their'.

 
`Its',

 
`their'

etc.  can  replace  onl.y  
`of

 it (them)' and  even

then  the replacement  is not  always  correct.

In particular, i,f the 
`of'

 is directly coh-

nected  to an  adj'ective  or  adverb,  as  in 
`in-

                            .
dependent o'i' the  replacement  is never  cor-

rect; thus,`the  independentsolutions  ofthe

wave  equation'  can  be replaced  by 
`its

 in-

dependent selutions',  (or, though  less natu

rally,  
`the

 independent  solutions  of  it'), but
`the  solutions  which  are  independent of  x,

cannot  be replaced  by 
`its

 (i.e. x's)  inde-

pendent  solutions'  we  must  write  
`the

solutlons  independent of  it'. When  in doubt

it is probably  safer  on  average  to write  
`of

 it (them)'.                                      .
    An  even  rnore  misleadlng  type  oferror  is

 one  like the  following :

`
 this is z  gauge-transformatlon  invariant

of･ th' e electron  operators.'

Here  
`of

 the  electron  operators

`
 gauge-transformatlon';  we  must

;ewrite  the clause

'
 qualifieS
 there,fere
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`this

 is an  invariant with  respect  to gauge-
    transformationoftheelectronoperators'.

S8 `A'vg`The'ys
 Nothi.ng

    Probably  this is one  of  the most  diMcult
points in the  whole  of  the EhgJish language
for most  foreigners (not on!y  for･ Japanese !).
Luckily it does not  usually  cause  serious  con-

fusion i'f yeu  get it wrong,  so  I only  mention

a  few  points.

    
`The'

 usually  implies in some  sense  the  .umqueness
 of  the object  you  are  talking  a-

bout, while  
`a'

 <or in the  case  of  the  plural,
the absence  of  an  article)  implies its non-
uniqueness.  Thus,

    
`The

 solution  of  (3.9) is given  by (3.10)'
implies that this solution  is unique,  while  

`A

solution  of  (3.9) is given  by (3.10)' implies
at  Ieast that there may  be other  solutions.

Compare  the  following pairs of  sentences:

f`f(x) is an  ana]ytic  function of  x,'
'L`f(va)

 is the  functton of  x defined by
k (3.IL),
 

`f(x)

 is a  Bessel function' (there areI   many  Bessel functions but only  one

l,f".i)ri･,ft"hn.CX'i.ny')function.'
 

`Two
 components  of  the momentum

   commute  with  H'  (assuming the sys-
   tem  is three-dimensional).

 
`
 The  three  components  of  the  mornen-

   tum  cemmute  with  H.'

f` Very  small  values  of  t are  unphysical  
'

tL`The
 very  small  values  of  t given  by

k eq.  (6) are  unphysical.'

  We  regard  x  and  y as  quantities  inde-
   pendent  of  R.'

 We  regard  x  and  y  as  the  only  unknown

  quantities in this equation,'

The  fact that the  noun  in question is qualified
by a  type-a relative  clause  (seetion 3) does
not  necessarily  imply  that  it must  take  

Cthe'
 :

e.g.

    r
 
`

 VgTe must  look for the metal  which  has

       the  highest transition  ternperature.'
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`

 We  must  look lor a metal  which  has a

( high  transition temperature,'

    
`X

 theory' vs  
`The

 X  theory'. This is net   - -
an  important  point but a fairly clefin:,te rule

can  be given. If X  is the subject-matter  oi

the  theory,  then  
`Xtheory':

 e.g.  
`sol;tcl-state

theory' 
`electromagnetic

 theory'  
`supercon-

ductivity theory'.  When  X  describes the
postulates  or  metheds  of  the theory, or  names

its author(s),  then  
`the

 Xtheery': e.g.  
`the

quark  theory' 
`the

 BCS  theory'  
`the

 quantum
theory of  radiation'.  Thus,  Professor Yu-
kawa  formulatecl `the

 meson  t'neory [of nu-

clear  forces] ' but Schweber  et al.'s  book deals
with`meson  theory'. Possibly in 1976 there
will  be 

`quark

 theory'  but at  present there  ls
only  

`the

 quark  theery'!

   In general,  however,I  would  advise  au-

thors  not  te werry  overmuch  about  
`a'

 and
`the';

 there are  many  other  points  which

deserve more  attention.

S9 Singular vs  Plural

    The  following nouns  are  never  or  very

rarely  used  in the plural.*

    Nature, character,  behaviour, notation,

knowledge,  information, (experimental) sup-

port, agreernent,**  emission,  scattering,  ad- .vlce,
 encouragement.

    In general abstract  nouns  describing a            .
prQcess  or  action  are  used  in the singular  un-

less you are  reierring  te a  number  of  different
occasions  on  which  theaction  toek place. A
very

 common  exarnple  is 
`discblssion':

 thus,

    
`

 We  give a  discussion of  this point in sec-

    tion5'  (not `some

 discussions'),
but

    
`The

 discussions of  this point given  in

   rets.  (7) and  (8) are  inadequate.'

(However, 
`

 the  discussion of  this point  given
in ref.  (7) is inadequate',) It is also  conven-

 
*
 On  the rare  occasio-ns  wherr  they  can  be  used

   in the plural,  the  singular  is equally  correct.

 
**

 In physics  centexts,  at  least!
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tional  to thank  one's  colleagues  for`helpful

discussions'.
    `Situation'  is used  in the  plural only  when

it refers  to two  or  more  distinct cases.  Thus,
`
 This  situation  is to be expected'  (not 

`
 these

situations') but 
`There

 is a  superficial  resem-

blance between  our  case  and  that studied  by

Smith, but the  two  situatlons  are  really  en-

tirely different.'
    `ExPeriment':

 oneusually  uses  the  sin-

gular ii the  sense  is general, e.g.  
`in

 agree-

ment  with  experiment  
'

 
`
 according  to experi-

ment'  
`
 confiicts  with  experirnent'  

`
 take the

values  of  cr from experiment',  However, `the

experiments  of  Jones' 
`high-energyP-P

 scat-

tering experiments',  (Distinguish, incidental-

ly, `experiments'
 from 

`experimental

 data':

ene  usually  says,  for instance, 
`the

 experi-

mental  data are  subject  to a  large error'.)

    The  following nouns  are  nermally  used

in the  plural  when  the sense  is general; they

are  used  in the  singular  only  when  you  are

referring  to one  Particular property, etc:

    Features, properties,  aspects,  character-

istics, circumstances,  Thus,  e.g.  : 
`let

 us  ex-

amine  (the propertleslsome featuresi'various

aspectslthe  characteristics)  of  this problem.'

 
`In

 these  circumstances....',  but, e.g.:  
`The

 solution  (2.8) has the  peculiar propertyi'fea-

 ture/characteristic of  being invariant under

 the  interchange  of  x  and  y.' 
`A

 disturbing a-

 spect  of  this situation  is that.,..'`The  un-

 fortunate circumstance  thatf  diverges makes

 it impossible to...,'

    Notice in particular that one  always  says

  ̀transformation  properties' 
`symmetry

 pro-

 perties'  but  (usually), 
`Hermitianproperty'

 (this is the  property  ef  being flermitian,

 whereas  
`transtormation

 preperties' does not

 simply  mean  the  property  of  being transform-

 ed).

g la Words  to Avoidi or  Use with  Care

   
`image'

 is practically never  used  in sci-

entific  literature.:k 
`Concrete'

 is much  less
                                     ,
 *  Except  ef  course  in a technical  sense,  as  in

   `the  image of the Fermi surface'.

common  in English than  RiZs ftY in Japanese;
it is best to confine  it to phrases  like `a

 con-

crete  example'  or  
`we

 chose  a  concrete  form
                           .
for the potential'. 

`This
 may  give  sorme  very

concrete  images' is typical J.E.:* if you

must  say  it at  all  Ccf. section  1) say  
`Thls

 may

give a  very  definite (clear) picture'.  
`Stand-

Point' is also  much  less common  in English

than  tza in Japanese; 
`from

 the standpoint

of  ....' is o.Pten  best replaced  by  
`in

 connec-

tion  with  [the fact that....]'  or`in  the light

o'f (the fact thaO. . . .'  Much  the same  applies

to `viewPoint'.
 The  words  asPect,  character,

nature,  characteristics,  features, circum-

stances,  sitzfation  seem  to be particularly trou-

blesome for Japanese authors;  I can  only  re-

cornrnend  you  to study  their use  when  you

read  English papers, or  use  a  dictionary

which  gives a  large number  of  examples.

Here  is an  example  of  the  correct  use  of  each:

`This

 equatlon  has a  Markothan charac

ter.'`The
 true nature  of

  sthe forces binding the  baryons L
  lthe random-phase  approximationJ

         is still not  well  understood.'

`The
 solution  (tL.3) has a  number  of  in-

 teresting  features.'
`

 The  principal  characteristics  of  the  so-

 lution are  as  follows.' 
･

                                  -
`Various

 aspects  of  thls problem  remain

 insuMciently explored.'                                '
`In

 view  of  the  circumstances  mention-

 ed  above,  experimental  detectlon may

 prove  dithcult. 
'

`
 The  situatien  here  is entirely  analegous

 to that  eneountered  in P-P scattering,'

In certain  cases  two  or  three  of  these  words

may  be interchangeable  (cf, the  example  in

section  9), but it is rash  to assume  that this

is always  so.

*  `Concrete  image  
'

 =:'!fi n  v  or Y -  F '(iEo it tkva.

 In this  kind  of case  there  is really  no  good

 translation  of  fiMi elj.
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Sll Miscellaneous

   Note  the tollowing pairs, which  are  often
confused:

I` F,e,rl:g,alg.",:,t.iS.M,S?..,",?ually 
attribblted

1 
`The

 electron  spins  are  usually  invoked
( toexPlainferromagnetism.'

t`The nucleus  consists  of protons  and

t neutrons,'

 
`Protons

 and  neutrons  constitute  the
x nucleus,'

 Iff(x, y) =-  f(x), then

 
`f

 is independent of y. 'I`
  [The value  ofi v is irrelevant to 

.fL

 
'

                           (unusual)
 Iff(x, y) ==  x2  exp  -z.i`, then

f`f is sensitive  to the value  of  y.'

1 
`

 
The

 value  of  y is critical  for ]Cl '

L (unusual)

     
`IVt7cessarily

 does not..,.'  vs  `does  not

 necessarily':  
`CPT

 invariance does not  nec-

 essarily  imply T  invariance' but `If
 the  mass

 of  the fission fragments  is greater than  that

 of  the parent  nucleus,  then  fission necessarily

 does not  occttr'  (=cannot occur).  The  second
use  is however rare  and  best ayoided.

    
`Both'vs

 
`the

 tzvo'; `Both'

 in English
has the sense  of  fiiliJE L  ts ; thus  

`
 both the  re-

normalization  constants  are  equal  to unity  
'

but    
`the

 two  renormalization  constants  cancel
one  another.'  

`Both
 renormalization  cons-

tants  are  equal  
'

 (i,e, to one  anether)  -  [ the
two  r.  cs. are  equal  

'.

    
`Quite'vs`considerably':

 
"i"he

 meaning
of these two  words  is often  very  similar  but
`considerably'

 is usually  used  only  when  a      --
companson

 is stated  or  implied. Thus  
`x

.is

 considerably  larger than  y' 
`x

 is con-
siderably  reduced'  but `x

 is quite large'.
Actually 

`quite'

 is a  rather  ambiguous*  word
and  it is often  safer  to replace  it by  

`rather'.

 
*`The

 effect  is quiter strongly  suppressed'=

   
`

 
suppressed

 
to

 a  large exten,t  but not  complete-

   ly.' 
`The

 effect  is quite suppressed'  ==  `com-

   pletelysuppressed.'
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Note  the following expressions  which  are
Iistedroughlyinorderofincreasingstrength:

`Xis

 a  little larger!somewhat  largerlrath-

 
er

 lar.crerlconsiderably largerla good
 deal largerlvery much  larger than  Y.'
`X

 is fairly large,/quite large/rather large
 !very large.'

 (Actually in the  second  row  
`

 fairly ' ` quite 
'

andikaJ.h,2rti,ax,e,a,',mnt.sl,tn,diPllk:':,g.",i,'M･gi:,'h,

when
 you  are  about  to name  or  identdy

something
 you  have  already  described: e.g.

`Using

 the  best available  data, namely  these
of  Brown...'  or 

`There

 is one  diMculty.
Namely, the  integral in (3.1) does not  con-
verge.'  

`That

 is' is used  to introduce an

PX,P,i,a,".a.'ift?9,f.IO,M.,,eZwag,.Y.O,:.h?･.Ve.?,al',diZ',g,r
heavy mesons  play a  clominant role.  . . .' or
`The

 validity  of  this procedure  is doubtful.
That  is, it is not  clear  that we  can  rep!ace....'
In my  experience  

`that
 is' is right  90%  of

the time,  especially  at  the beginning  of  a
sentence,

 
`will

 be able  to "ne

 replaced'-`can  be
   replaced  

'

 
`may

 have  a  possibility to '
 -  

`may

 be
  able  to' or  

`can

 
'

 i

  suggests  us  that  
'

 -  ,Jsuggests  that '

 
[

 formulae  (expressions) 
.forf'

 (not `

 off')

 
`

 conditlons  (restrictions) imposed  on  M

  by rotational  invariance 
'
 (not `

 to M  ')

`effect

 otF the Coulomb terms  on  S' (not
  

`toS')

`X

 can  be expressed  (rewritten) in terms
  of Y'  (not`by Y  

')

`

 construct  the wave  function from BIoch

  waves:  (not `with
 
')

`X

 is insensitive ire comparison  tvith  Y'
  but 

`
 X  is less sensitive  than Y  '

l -
 associate  A  with  B  

'
 (not `

 to 
')

`The

 concerned  baryon'e`The  baryon
  concerned  

'

jl is 
`a

 summation  over  P' Cnot Cof

 P ')
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`
 our  interesting amplitude  

'
 -  

`

 the  am-

 plitude  of  interest to us'
`We  pick up  the ring  graphs'--`pick out'

 or  `isolate'  or  
`select

 for special  treat-

 ment'
`operating

 Oi'0iC. on  e' -  
`operating

 wlth

  a,teXl, on  gb 
'

ee 21 #  es 11 -.

S 12 Minor  Sty!istic Points

   Try  not  to start  sentences  with  
`and',

Cbut',
 

`so'.*
 Instead ef  

`and'

 use  
`rnoreover'

or  `further  
',
 instead Qf  

`but'

 use  
`however'

or  `nevertheless';  instead of  
`so'

 use  
`there-

fore'or`hence'. Don't  end  sentences  with
                                 ,
`too'  or  

`however'
 (or indeed any  con]unc-

tion), though  
C
 however 

'
 is sometimes  allew-

able  at  the end  of  a  very  short  sentence.

   Be  careful  about  starting  sentences  with

` Then'. It is not  legitimate to use  this  in the

sense  of  
`therefere'.

 Japanese authorsare

probably  confused  bysequenceslike:  
`Let

 us

suppose  the series  converges.  Then  we  can

replace....'  The`then'here  does not  mean

`therefore'
 ; the  sense  is `when

 (or if) we  have

supposed  the series  to converge,  then  we

can....'  Although  the  use  of  
`then'

 for 
`there-

fore' is not  a  serious  mistake,  it is very  wide-

spread  and  worth  watching  out  for.

    
`Especially'

 usually  qualifies an  adjectlve

ef  adverb  (`It ls especially  important  to....')

 not  a  whole  clause,  At  the beginning o± a

 sentence  it should  usually  be replaced  by 
`

 In

 particular 
'.
 

･
 .

    `Sometvhat'vs`more  or  less': `This
 is

 more  or  less established  experimentally'

 means  roughly  
`

 The  experimental  evidence

 is not  completely  conclusive  but i,t is very

 good.' 
`More

 or  ress' is not  the equivalent

 of 2frO). 
`Sornewhat'

 is roughly  equivalent  to

 `rather'  or  
`quite'

 (see section  11) (e.g. 
`this

 is a  sornewhat  doubtful procedure,')

     
`A

 few' vs  
`severa":

 
`A

 few'  tends to

 emphaslze  the  smallness  of  the  number  in-

 volved,  while  
`several'

 tends  to emphasize  its

 largeness. Thus, e.g.`The  strength  ef  this

 
-
 :k  This  is another  point  in whlch  spoken  and

    Cscientific) written  Engl{sh differ,

interaction cannot  be more  than  a  few keV  
'

but `Detection  of  this effect  requires  a  field

of  several  rnillion  oersteds'.  Wlren neither

emphasis  is needed  
`a

 few'is usually  used,

e,g.:  
`
 PP scattering  at  a  few BeV  is investi-

gated.'
    

` Based on  '. This  is an  adjectival  phrase

and  as  such  must  qualdy  a  noun.  Sentences

like `Based
 on  the Landau  theory, the  mag-

netic  susceptibility  is investigated' are  very

bad  English;"' we  should  write  
`
 On  the  basis

                             ---
of  the  Landau  theory,  the m.s.  is mvesti-

gated'. However,  
`we

 give  a  treatment

based  on  the Landau  theory' is correct,  slnce

`based

 on'  qualifies 
`treatment'.

    `
 We  had  better '

 sounds  very  colloquial:

it is best replaced  by  
`it

 is best to....'

    In the  sentence  
`X

 and  Y  are  equal  to

each  other'the  
`to

 each  other'  can  usually

be left out  without  any  danger oi  ambiguity.

    Events  
`take

 place' (or 
[occur')

 but poles

 (of propagators  etc.)  
`occur'

 or  
`appear'

 (not
 take place).

`The  functions IZi's'--->`the Fi's' er,

 better, 
`
 the  iunctions Fi 

'.

`The  Okubo-Marshak formula' but  
`O-

 kubo and  Marshak  have shown....'

(never 
`Okubo-Marshak

 have shown',)

   Of course  a  few Western  names  are  actu-

ally  hyphenated  (Gell-Mann, Lennord-Jones,

etc.)

aseAl5
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"Notes  on  the  Writing of  Scientific English for
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 *  Despite the  fnct that  they  occaslonally  appear

   in Phys, Rev,  !
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読者が 英文 を な お す の に も非常に 役立 つ と考 え，こ れ

を 掲載す る こ と に し ま し た 。

　な お ，Anthony　James　Leggett氏 に つ い て簡単に

紹介 し ます 。
1961 年 Oxf  rd 大 学 を 卒業，64 年

tel　Haar 教授 の 指導 の もと で 学位を と り，
　 Research

Asseciateと し て ，　 mlnols 大学 に 行き，
64〜65 年 の

805

間 Pines 教授の もとで 超流動の 研究を し，65 年 9 月

か ら，京都大 学理 学部物理学教室松原研究室 に 客員研

究者と し て 滞在 し，そ の 閾，上 記 プ 卩 グ レ ス の 投稿論

文 の 英文校閲を され た わけ で す 。 外国語 に つ い ては 多

くの 国語を解 し，日本 語も非常に 上 手 で す。

　　　　　　 　　　　　　　　　　　 （編集委）
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